Sound localization accuracy in elevation can be affected by sound spectrum alteration. 22
Correspondingly, any stimulus manipulation that causes a change in the peripheral representation 23 of the spectrum may degrade localization ability in elevation. The present study examined the 24 influence of sound duration and level on localization performance in cats with the head 25 unrestrained. Two cats were trained using operant conditioning to indicate the apparent location 26 of a sound via gaze shift, which was measured with a search-coil technique. Overall, neither 27 sound level nor duration had a notable effect on localization accuracy in azimuth, except at near-28 threshold levels. In contrast, localization accuracy in elevation improved as sound duration 29 increased, and sound level also had a large effect on localization in elevation. For short-duration 30 noise, the performance peaked at intermediate levels and deteriorated at low and high levels; for 31 long-duration noise, this "negative level effect" at high levels was not observed. Simulations 32 based on an auditory-nerve model were used to explain the above observations and to test several 33 hypotheses. Our results indicated that neither the flatness of sound spectrum (before the sound 34 reaches the inner ear) nor the peripheral adaptation influences spectral coding at the periphery for 35 localization in elevation, whereas neural computation that relies on "multiple looks" of the 36 spectral analysis is critical in explaining the effect of sound duration, but not level. The release of 37 negative level effect observed for long-duration sound could not be explained at the periphery 38 and therefore, is likely a result of processing at higher-centers. 
Eye coil calibration 168
Eye coils were calibrated using a behavioral procedure that required the cat to look at 169
LEDs at various known locations in the dark chamber (Populin and Yin 1998) . When the cat 170 visually fixated one of the LEDs, the output of the coil system was sampled and its value stored 171 on the computer. This was repeated several times for each LED location. The vertical and 172 horizontal components of the final eye positions were fit separately with first-order functions 173 relating the output of the coil system to the target angle. Once an eye coil was calibrated, the 174 coefficients of the fit (slope and intercept) were used to convert the voltage output of the coil 175 system to degrees of visual angle for actual experiments. Coefficients of determination (i.e., R 2 ) 176 for fits generally exceeded 0.9. 177
178

Behavioral paradigm 179
The experiment was conducted under operant conditioning with food regulation and 180 reward. The reward was a small drop of pulverized cat chow mixed with water delivered to a 181 feeding tube near the cat's mouths on each successful trial. During initial training, the head of the 182 cat was restrained; data presented here were collected in head-unrestrained cats using a so-called 183 saccade psychophysical task (Populin and Yin 1998) . In each trial, the cat was required to fixate 184 an LED presented from straight ahead (0°, 0°) and maintain gaze fixation within the acceptance 185 window for a variable period of time (600-1000 ms). The square-shaped acceptance window for 186 fixation was ±5º. Once the fixation condition was satisfied, the fixation LED was extinguished 187 and simultaneously an acoustic or visual target was presented from one of the 14 locations. The 188 cat was then required to make a gaze saccade to the apparent location of the target and maintain 189 fixation at that location for 600-1000 ms. If the gaze position was within an acceptance window 190 of ±8 to 12º following the gaze saccade, the cat was given a food reward. All behavioral trails, 191 including trials on which the cat did not successfully receive a food reward, were used in the data 192
analyses. 193 194
Sensation levels 195
Sensation levels were determined for each subject prior to this study when the cat was sound level that generated a 50% response with respect to the fitted function (the result did not 205 change when using a d prime signal-detection analysis; not shown). Note that when the level was 206 higher than or close to the threshold, the response was generally in the direction towards the 207 target (an indication that the cat did hear the target). In general, the detection threshold of the 208 broadband noise decreased as the noise duration increased (Table 1) On some trials when the cat failed to make a saccade, the start and the end of the "saccade" were 230 chosen to be 200 and 600 ms, respectively, to get a final gaze position (usually close to 0 231 degree); those trials were excluded in computing the response latency. 232
The localization performance was measured by comparing the gaze shift with the motor 233 (2011) showed that high spontaneous firing rate (SR) fibers are inefficient in encoding spectrum 274 notches due to limited dynamic range, the majority of the simulation was performed with 275 medium spontaneous rate (SR). The result involving high-and low-SR models will be shown at 276 the end (Fig. 14) . 277
To simulate free-field sound, broadband noise with various durations was filtered with 278 the directional transfer functions (DTFs) measured with a cat whose head and pinnae dimensions 279 were within the adult ranges specified by Tollin and Koka (2009a, b); thus we expected that the 280 cues to location would be quite similar for any other adult-sized cat. First, HRTFs were 281 measured according to Koka et al. (2011) . Briefly, the acoustic stimuli consisted of 11th order 
RESULTS
306
We will first show the effect of sound level and duration on localization performance for 307 two cats. An auditory-nerve model will then be used to explore the explanations for the observed 308 broadband noise obtained with this subject was 2.6 dB SPL (Table 1) , and thus the three noise 315 levels (8, 68, and 78 dB SPL) were all above threshold. In this example, localization in azimuth 316 (lower panels) was more accurate than localization in elevation (upper panels). Localization of 317 targets varying in elevation for Cat 24 was considerably less accurate at 8 and 78 dB SPL (gains 318 of 0.10 and 0.30, respectively) compared to localization at 68 dB SPL (gain of 0.54; not shown). 319
As can be seen in those movement traces, the gaze position in space was relatively 320 constant after a saccade was made. Figure 3A accuracy at high sound levels. Note that the conclusion is drawn under the condition that all gain 336 values were < 1 (for gains > 1, a decrease of gain would indicate higher accuracy). 337
The amount of scatter in gaze movements decreased for targets in both dimensions with 338 sound level (Fig. 3B) as measured by the precision variable, δ (Figs. 4 and 5, lower) . Although 339 short-duration sound tended to cause the largest scatter, the effect of sound duration on 340 localization precision was relatively small and inconsistent. 341
342
Gaze latency 343
Gaze latency was measured at the point when steady fixation ended and a saccade began 344 following the onset of the sound (see Methods). With changing stimulus conditions, the latency 345 varied from ~ 50 ms to 300 ms. Figure 7 plots the latencies separately for targets varying in 346 azimuth (left) and in elevation (right) as a function of sound level and duration. In general, the 347 latency decreased when the sound was made louder and longer; the sound level appeared to have 348 a larger effect on the latency than the duration did. As a result, the longest latency occurred for 349 the softest noise with the shortest duration for both cats. For the longest duration (164 ms), gaze shifts to targets varying in azimuth often finished long 355 before the end of the stimulus (Fig. 7, A and C) , while localization of targets varying in elevation 356 was consistently longer. 357
The difference in latencies to gaze shifts in azimuth and elevation suggest that the 358 variation in latencies may be related to the difference in localization performance under the two 359 conditions. To test this hypothesis, figure 8 plots the latency as a function of the gain. In general, 360 latency and gain were negatively correlated. For both cats, this negative correlation was 361 moderate but significant (p < 0.05) for targets varying in azimuth (open squares), and was highly 362 significant (p < 0.01) for targets varying in elevation (filled circles). These results suggest that 363 tasks with longer latencies were associated with lower accuracy in the task performance. 364 365
Part II: Model simulations 366
Examples of the correlation between population firing rate and DTF 367
Both duration and level had a large effect on the localization of targets varying in 368 elevation. To explore possible explanations of these observations based on spectral cues, 369 population AN responses were simulated and correlated to the DTFs. Figure 9A shows the DTFs 370 measured for two positions varying in elevation. As the target moved from -30° to 0° in 371 elevation, the mid-frequency notch of the DTF increased from 9 kHz (blue) to 11 kHz (red). 372 Figure 9B shows the population firing rate of the AN model (medium-SR fibers) in response to a 373 100-ms broadband noise. Here at each of the 60 CFs, the firing rate was averaged across three 374 AN fibers (N f = 3). Notches in the firing rates can be observed at frequencies similar to those in 375 the DTFs, but the widths of the notches were notably larger because the bandwidths of the 376 auditory filters were large at high frequencies. There were high and significant correlations 377 between the population AN firing rates and the corresponding DTFs (r 1 = 0.81 and r 2 = 0.65, p < 378 0.01, df = 58). The correlation was also highly significant (r d = 0.86, p < 0.01) when the 379 difference of the firing rates (Fig. 9C, green) was compared to the difference of the DTFs (Fig.  380 9C, magenta). All the correlations in this study were based on firing rates from single runs of the 381 14 model; multiple runs (50 repetitions) were used to generate mean and standard deviations of the 382 correlations in later figures. 383
When the noise duration was decreased to 5 ms, the population firing rate of the AN 384 model was considerably noisier (Fig. 10A) due to large variations in neural responses. The 385 notches were not well defined and all correlation values were correspondingly lower than those 386 for the long-duration noise (Fig. 9) , although all the correlation values were still significant (r 1 = 387 0.58, r 2 = 0.43, r d = 0.62, df = 58, p < 0.01). 388
Figures 9 and 10A were obtained at a medium sound level (50 dB SPL). Figure 10B  389 shows the population AN firing rates for the 100-ms sound at a high sound level, 80 dB SPL. 390
Because of the spread of excitation, the notches were not well encoded by the AN model, which 391 resulted in decreased correlations (r 1 = 0.42, r 2 = 0.22, r d = 0.57) even for the long-duration 392 sound. Figure 10C shows a representative PST histogram obtained with an AN model fiber (CF 393 = 10 kHz) in response to the long-duration sound at 80 dB SPL. There was clearly firing-rate 394 adaptation in the model response. To see whether or not the response during the steady state was 395 more sensitive to spectral notches, we computed the firing rate based on only the second half of 396 the response (~50 ms; Fig. 10D ). We also averaged the response over a larger number of 397 simulated AN fibers at each CF (N f = 50) to reduce the spike variance. Nevertheless, the spread 398 of excitation persisted during the adaptation phase and the notches were still not well encoded 399 (Fig. 10D) . More tests on the adaptation will be presented below. was significantly higher (indicated by asterisks; two-sample t test, p < 0.01, df = 48) for the 100-407 ms noise (green) than for the 5-ms noise (yellow) except for the lowest sound level. As 408 mentioned in the Introduction, several factors may contribute to this duration effect. Below, two 409 variations of the stimulus configuration (Fig. 11, upper right) were used to isolate these factors. 410
First, a long-duration (100-ms) noise was constructed by concatenating 20 identical 411 copies of the 5-ms noise used in the above simulation with no inter-stimulus gap. N f was kept as 412 15 3 during the simulation. After a 1000-point Fourier transform, the frequency spectrum of the 413 100-ms random noise is flatter than the spectrum of the 100-ms repeated noise (Fig. 11B, inset) : 414 the standard deviation of the spectrum was 2.8 dB and 5.1 dB between 1.5 and 25 kHz for the 415 random and the repeated noise, respectively. The notches were generally well encoded by the 416 AN population firing rate for the repeated noise (not shown). Although the AN model showed 417 significant difference in its performance for the random (t test, p < 0.01, df = 48; Fig. 11B, green)  418 and the repeated noise (blue), the difference was notably smaller than the difference observed 419 with the short and the long stimuli (Fig. 11A) . For some stimulus levels, the repeated noise had a 420 better correlation; for other levels, the correlation for the random noise was better (Fig. 11B) . 421
Especially at intermediate levels where the performance peaked, the differences in the flatness of 422 the source spectrum apparently had very little effect. 423
Next, equal numbers of "multiple looks" were provided for the short-duration noise. With 424 N f = 3, the model predicted that the spectral coding for the 100-ms repeated noise (Fig. 11C,  425 blue) is significantly better than the coding for the single 5-ms noise (Fig. 11C, yellow) . Two 426 factors are likely to account for this observation. 1) The long-duration sound was processed over 427 longer time and encoded by more total spikes than the short-duration sound. More spikes not 428 only provided the model more accesses to the ongoing information, but also reduced the 429 coefficient of variance of the spike count (i.e., the standard deviation normalized by the mean). 430
2) The later portion of the long-duration response may be more sensitive to spectrum notches due 431 to adaptation. To separate the two factors, we did the simulation with the same 5-ms noise for N f 432 = 60 (Fig. 11, upper right, red) . Now both short and long duration noises were effectively 433 encoded by responses in a 300-ms period (100 ms × 3 = 5 ms × 60 = 300 ms). The difference 434 between the repeated noise (Fig. 11C, blue) and the short-duration noise with N f = 60 (red) 435 indicates the effect of adaptation, while the difference between the short-duration noise with N f = 436 60 (red) and N f = 3 (yellow) indicates the effect of "multiple looks". Overall, the model predicted 437 that there was little effect of adaptation and therefore "multiple looks" is the major factor that 438 accounts for the duration effect. 439
Note that although there were significant differences between the model performance for 440 the repeated noise (Fig. 11C, blue) and the short-duration noise with N f = 60 (red), the 441 differences were not consistent. Figure 12 shows the model predictions for the other location, 0º 442 in elevation. Here the correlation values were generally lower than the values for -30 º because 443 the notch moved to higher frequency with elevation (Fig. 9A) where the frequency resolution of 444 auditory peripheral filters was lower. Despite the statistical measurements of the correlations, the 445 effect of peripheral adaptation was relatively small and inconsistent, whereas the effect of 446 "multiple looks" remained prominent (Fig. 12C) . 447
448
Correlations based on firing-rate differences 449
Results from AN fiber recordings showed that computing the firing-rate differences 450 provides a better representation of the HRTFs (Reiss et al. 2011; Rice et al. 1995). Here we 451 repeated the correlation measure based on firing-rate differences and the differences in the DTFs 452 across the two locations in elevation, -30° and 0° (Figs. 9 and 10, C, r d ) . The same frozen 100-ms 453 and 5-ms noises were used for simulations with both locations. Figure 13A shows that, 454 consistent with the above-mentioned observations, the correlations for the long stimulus were 455 significantly higher than the correlations for the short random stimuli (p < 0.01). For the long-456 duration sound, computing the differences significantly increased the correlation, r d (p < 0.01), 457 compared to either r 1 or r 2 at all sound levels higher than 30 dB SPL. For the short-duration 458 sound the improvement was less significant. When the 100-ms random noise was replaced by the 459 repeated noise, no significant difference was observed at any sound level (Fig. 13B ). This 460 observation was intuitive because any spectrum distortion caused by the short duration was 461 subtracted out. 462
When providing more "looks" for the short-duration noise by increasing N f , similar 463 results were obtained: adaptation had a relatively small effect (Fig. 13C, blue and red) , whereas 464 increasing N f greatly improved the performance (red and yellow). 465
466
The above simulation was based on DTFs measured at two elevational locations (-30° 467 and 0°) in the frontal median plane. When other locations were used, the overall correlation 468 varied depending on the sharpness of the notches, e.g., population AN firing rate was less 469 accurate in representing sharper notches. The peak correlation ranged from 0.64 to 0.88 for the 470 long-duration random noise, and from 0.26 to 0.64 for the short duration. Nevertheless, the 471 general findings described above remained true; that is, the multiple-look theory can largely 472 account for the duration effect. However, the model based on the firing rate of medium-SR AN 473 indicated that localization performance in elevation, if based on a faithful encoding of 474 HRTFs/DTFs, was highly non-monotonic for both long and short durations (Figs. 11-13, A) , 475 which did not agree with the psychophysical findings. 476 Figure 14 shows the simulation result with the low-and high-SR AN conditions for the 477 100-and 5-ms random noise. Unlike the AN model with the medium SR (re-plotted here in 478 gray), neither high-or low-SR AN model was able to encode the DTF for location (0º, -30º) 479 when the sound duration was short (5 ms). For the long-duration sound, the high-SR model had a 480 higher correlation at low sound levels (e.g., 30 and 40 dB SPL) and the low-SR model had a 481 higher correlation for levels > 70 dB SPL than the medium-SR model. There was also less 482 negative-level effect observed with the low-SR model for the long duration sound. 483
484
DISCUSSION 485
Localization of targets varying in azimuth differs from localization in elevation 486
In agreement with previous studies in human subjects (Hofman and (gains near 0.5), which is consistent with the behaviors of our subject Cat 21 (Fig. 4, upper  497 right). 498
In contrast, localization in elevation was highly affected by both level and duration. This 499 finding reinforces the hypothesis that elevational localization is dependent on spectral cues since 500 both level and duration change the peripheral representation of sound spectrum and of course 501 spectral shape is essential for sound localization in elevation. Increasing the duration 502 monotonically increased the accuracy, whereas the level had a non-monotonic effect with short 503 stimuli. Previous studies have reported "compression" of elevation judgments at high sound 504 levels in terms of a strong bias towards the horizontal midline ( audiograms for the level dependence at low levels (their Fig. 11 ). For human subjects, only the 514 frequency components in the range of 2 ~ 5 kHz, where ILD information is available, are above 515 the tone thresholds shown in the audiogram for a low-level broadband noise. As the sound level 516 increases, ITD information will also become available, and later, spectral cues. We compared cat 517
HRTFs with cat audiograms (from six published studies, e.g., Heffner and Heffner 1985) and 518 also found the lowest threshold within 2 ~ 4 kHz (not shown). The lack of audible spectral cue 519 explains why localization is worse for targets varying in elevation than in azimuth at relatively 520 low sound levels. 521
Note that the coding of ITDs depends on the phase locking at low frequencies. At the 522 auditory periphery, the synchrony (i.e., degree of phase locking) to low-frequency tones saturates 523 at low sound levels, long before the firing rate saturates (Johnson 1980 ). This agrees with the 524 general finding that localization in azimuth does not vary much with sound level except at near-525 threshold levels. 526
In general our findings in cats are remarkably consistent with the data from the studies 527 noted above in human subjects from a number of different labs. This consistency suggests that 528 the neural bases for sound localization for both species are similar and that our behavioral 529 preparation using gaze is a reliable indicator of the cat's localization of sound. 530
531
The importance of a flat sound spectrum for localization in elevation 532
With a given sampling frequency, the frequency spectrum of a short-duration white noise 533 (before it reaches the inner ear) is likely to be less flat than the spectrum of a long-duration noise. 534
In this case, a long-duration random noise will have a spectrum flatter than the spectrum of a 535 repeated noise made of identical copies of a short-duration noise (Fig. 11B, inset) . Ideally, a 536 sound should have a broad and flat spectrum in order for it to best resemble the HRTF when it 537 reaches the inner ear (Middlebrooks 1992 ). However, when comparing the repeated-noise 538 condition to the random-noise condition for long-duration sound, large inter-subject variation 539 was observed (Hofman and Van Opstal 1998; Macpherson and Middlebrooks 2000) . Note that in 540 Macpherson and Middlebrooks (2000) , although localization of the random noise always has a 541 larger gain, for several subjects the performance is overshooting (gain > 1), and in fact, the gain 542 for the repeated noise is closer to 1. Our simulation results indicated that the flatness of the sound 543 spectrum before being filtered by the HRTFs had a minor effect on localization (note, though, 544 that the difference between the spectral flatness of the long-duration random and repeated noise 545 was not dramatic). Studies have shown that both type IV neurons in the dorsal cochlear nucleus 546 and type O neurons in the inferior colliculus (IC) of the cat can encode sharp spectral notches 547 like the ones seen in HRTFs (e.g., Davis et al. 2003 ; Reiss and Young 2005). The fact that 548 different subjects were affected differently by replacing the random noise with repeated noise 549 may be due to variability in selectively focusing on the notches and neglecting other parts of the 550
HRTFs. In addition, our simulation showed that depending on the sound level, the spectral 551 coding for the random sound may be better or worse than the coding for the repeated noise. 552 Therefore, the large inter-subject variability may also be a result of a particular sound level 553 falling on different part of the correlation curve (like those shown in Figs. 11-13 , B) that is 554 unique for each subject. Our result also agrees with the finding by Hartmann et al. (2010) that "it 555
is not enough to have a smooth, broadband, long-term signal spectrum for successful sagittal-556 plane localization." 557 558
"Multiple looks" vs. peripheral adaptation 559
Our model simulation replicated human behaviors in predicting that the long-duration 560 repeated noise generates better localization performance in elevation than the single short-561 duration noise, but failed to predict the absence of negative level effect for long-duration noise. 562
The "multiple looks" model explains this observation by assuming that localization of long-563 duration sound benefits from multiple spectral analyses of consecutive short-term information 564 (Hofman and Van Opstal 1998) . In contrast, the adaptation model emphasizes the release of 565 spectral distortion during the later part of the response (Hartmann and Rakerd 1993; Macpherson 566 and Middlebrooks 2000) . Behavioral experiments cannot separate these two factors that always 567 20 coexist. Our simulations artificially offered more "looks" for the short-duration sound by 568 increasing the number of identical AN fibers at each CF, without changing the sound duration. 569
We found that peripheral adaptation had a small and inconsistent effect on spectral coding even 570 at high sound levels, whereas offering multiple looks, thereby decreasing the stochastic feature 571 of the AN responses, greatly increased the performance. 572
Note that before constructing the current approach using variable N f , we tried other 573 methods to examine the effect of adaptation. First, we compared the correlation based on the first 574 5-ms response with the last 5-ms response (or somewhere in between) for the long-duration 575 repeated sound. We found that because the firing rate adapts in the later part, there was either 0 576 or 1 spike in the last 5-ms period, which resulted a poor correlation based on the last 5-ms 577 response. The next thing we tried was to compare the first half (50 ms) with the second half (50 578 ms) of the response. We found that because the onset (less than 5 ms) is only a small portion of 579 the first 50 ms, the first and second half responses were similar. We have also tried using our 580 current approach with the first 5-ms response removed for the repeated-noise condition (i.e., 581 including only 95-ms response), and observed no difference from our current result. 582
583
The negative level effect 584
Our results in the cat are strikingly similar to the results of others studying sound 585 localization at high sound levels in human. For example, the ability to identify the source of 25 586 µs clicks as coming from in front, overhead or in the rear, deteriorated as the level of the sound 587 increased from 68 to 98 dB SPL (Hartmann and Rakerd 1993). They termed this negative level 588
effect. This deterioration with increased level did not occur for 880-ms broad band noise targets. 589 Macpherson and Middlebrooks (2000) studied the accuracy and scatter of responses to short (3-590 ms noise bursts or clicks) and long (100-ms noise bursts) targets varying in elevation. They 591 found that the front-back confusion increased and the accuracy decreased for the short but not for 592 long stimuli at high levels. Vliegen and Van Opstal (2004) found that localization accuracy to 593 targets varying in elevation increased with stimulus duration at all levels, and that it deteriorated 594 
